Abstract-Photocrosslinking hydrogel technologies are attractive for the biofabrication of cardiovascular soft tissues, but 3D printing success is dependent on multiple variables. In this study we systematically test variables associated with photocrosslinking hydrogels (photoinitiator type, photoinitiator concentration, and light intensity) for their effects on encapsulated cells in an extrusion 3D printable mixture of methacrylated gelatin/poly-ethylene glycol diacrylate/alginate (MEGEL/PEGDA3350/alginate). The fabrication conditions that produced desired hydrogel mechanical properties were compared against those that optimize aortic valve or mesenchymal stem cell viability. In the 3D hydrogel culture environment and fabrication setting studied, Irgacure can increase hydrogel stiffness with a lower proportional decrease in encapsulated cell viability compared to VA086. Human adipose derived mesenchymal stem cells (HADMSC) survived increasing photoinitiator concentrations in photo-encapsulation conditions better than aortic valve interstitial cells (HAVIC) and aortic valve sinus smooth muscle cells (HASSMC). Within the range of photo-encapsulation fabrication conditions tested with MEGEL/PEGDA/alginate (0.25-1.0% w/v VA086, 0.025-0.1% w/v Irgacure 2959, and 365 nm light intensity 2-136 mW/cm 2 ), the highest viabilities achieved were 95, 93, and 93% live for HASSMC, HAVIC, and HADMSC respectively. These results identify parameter combinations that optimize cell viability during 3D printing for multiple cell types. These results also indicate that general oxidative stress is higher in photocrosslinking conditions that induce lower cell viability. However, suppressing this increase in intracellular oxidative stress did not improve cell viability, which suggests that other stress mechanisms also contribute.
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INTRODUCTION
Heart valve disease is a tremendous and rising global burden. 26 For a pediatric patient, the prosthetic replacement of a congenitally-malformed or diseasedestroyed heart valve is accompanied by risks associated with anticoagulant treatment and resizing surgeries. 29 As a result, researchers are working to use tissue engineering to address the need for a nonthrombogenic and non-immunogenic valve replacement that would integrate and grow with the patient. Towards this goal, hydrogel materials are being combined with nontraditional molding, electrospinning, or additive manufacturing fabrication strategies 14, 18, 24, 46 to better control geometry, structure, and cell behavior within engineered valves. Many of the hydrogel technologies being developed and adapted to mimic the extracellular matrix (ECM) environment that cells inhabit in valve tissue utilize photocrosslinking. 3, 4, 8, 17, 18, 47, 48, 51 By using photocrosslinking and 3D printing, a high degree of geometric control and shape fidelity of an implant scale hydrogel construct can be achieved. 25 Direct 3D bioprinting of cells into hydrogel valve constructs enables controlled deposition of cells within the structure.
14 However, encapsulation bioprinting in context of photocrosslinking requires that cells tolerate not only the solidified hydrogel, but also the printing solution and fabrication conditions including the polymer precursors, photoinitiator, products of initiation and propagation, and light exposure.
Poly-ethylene glycol (PEG)-based polymer precursors, methacrylated gelatin, and alginate have previously been used for the encapsulation of living cells. 3, 14, 17 PEG-based hydrogels have been used to study heart valve interstitial cell response to mechanical properties in both 2D and encapsulated 3D in vitro studies. 17, 31 The potential for mechanical and/or molecular customization and relatively low cost, makes PEG-based polymer precursors an attractive material component for scalable 3D tissue printing. Gelatin, a protein-rich matrix derived from collagen, provides cell attachment binding domains and can be modified to make photocrosslinking methacrylated gelatin (MEGEL). 3 MEGEL hydrogels are enzymatically degradable and can encapsulate valve interstitial cells. 3 The addition of poly-(ethylene glycol)diacrylate (PEGDA) allows for tunable mechanical properties. 27 Alginate has been used in extrusion 3D printing both as a viscosity modifier and as a hydrogel precursor. 14, 25 In this study, PEGDA and MEGEL photocrosslinkable hydrogel precursors were combined with nonphoto-crosslinking alginate to make a solution suitable for extrusion 3D bioprinting.
Researchers have observed cell-specific differences in response to photoinitiator radicals 50 and different amounts/expression of intracellular and membrane components can engender protection against oxidative stress. 34 Valve interstitial cells (VIC) and sinus smooth muscle cells (SSMC) are the main cell types that populate valve leaflets and root wall of the valve 7 and have been used to study mechanistic and remodeling behavior as well as to establish tissue engineering targets. 15, 21, 45 Adipose derived mesenchymal stem cells (ADMSC) are a potentially feasible cell source for adult and pediatric tissue engineered heart valves (TEHV). 10 We hypothesized that the viability of human aortic valve interstitial cells (HAVIC), human aortic valve sinus smooth muscle cells (HASSMC) and human adipose derived mesenchymal stem cells (HADMSC) would be different following photo-encapsulation into MEGEL/PEGDA hydrogels. We further hypothesized that these cell types are endowed with different or different amounts of protective intracellular membrane contents and therefore exposure to photoinitiator radicals would lead to differential intracellular oxidative stress between these different cells. For the purposes of tissue engineering, cells seeded into scaffolds and printed constructs must be viable in order to survive and function within the construct long term or eventually remodel and replace the scaffold. However, in the context of biofabrication strategies it is also important to also assess short term and immediate impact of fabrication parameters on cells to identify which parts of the strategy can be optimized. 12, 28 In the present study, we used intact cell membranes and intracellular esterase activity (Live/ Dead assay for mammalian cells) as a marker of viability to screen photo-encapsulation fabrication parameters for compatibility with valve cell and stem cells, from day 1 to 7 in culture. We hypothesized that Irgacure and VA086 photoinitiators could be used in sufficient amounts to enable solidification of a 1.5 mm thickness hydrogel precursor solution upon 5 min of exposure to a photo-crosslinking light source and achieve greater than 80% encapsulated cell viability. We chose these targets because this thickness of precursor solution approximately corresponds to between two and three extrusion printed layers of hydrogel (if using a 0.8 mm diameter printing tip), 28 and could enable printing of a 3 cm tall hydrogel construct in 100 min (a scale useful if fabricating a heart valve conduit). 25 Additionally, our previous work with a methacrylated gelatin and methacrylated hyaluronic acid photocrosslinking hydrogel prepared with Irgacure photoinitiator, demonstrated greater than 80% live/dead HAVIC and HADMSC viability at 14 and 28 days in culture, 13 and VA086 photoinitiator is reportedly less cytotoxic than Irgacure. 9, 38 In the present study, we quantified the percentage of live HAVIC, HASSMC, and HADMSC in photo-crosslinking encapsulation conditions in ME-GEL/PEGDA hydrogels with Irgacure 2959 and VA086 photoinitiators. Additionally, cells were loaded with 5-(and-6)-chloromethyl-2¢,7¢-dichlorodihydrofluorescein diacetate acetyl ester CM-H 2 DCFDA (DCF), a general oxidative stress indicator, prior to encapsulation, to investigate the role of intracellular oxidative stress in cell-specific vulnerability to photo-crosslinking conditions. We also tested catalase treatment for its ability to prevent intracellular oxidative stress and rescue photo-encapsulated cells from photoinitiator induced damage.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Preparation of Sterile Polymer Precursor Solution
MEGEL 16 and polyethylene glycol diacrylate molecular weight 3350 (PEGDA3350) 11 were synthesized as previously described (Sigma-Aldrich Corp., St. Louis, MO, USA). After synthesis the polymers were dialyzed against distilled water for 1 week (dialysis tubing MW cut off of 1000 Da). The polymer product was then frozen at 220°C and subsequently lyophilized. Polymers were sterilized for 1 h using germicidal UV. Photoinitiators 2,2¢-Azobis[2-methyl-N-(2-hydroxyethyl)propionamide] (VA086, Wako Chemicals) and 2-hydroxy-1(4-(hydroxyethox)pheny)-2-methyl-1-propanone (Irgacure 2959, BASF Corporation, Newport, DE) were dissolved in 70% ethanol and sterile filtered to make stock solutions (0.1 g VA086/ml, 0.015 g Irgacure/ml). 9, 38 Irgacure photoinitiator was investigated because it has been one of the most widely used in contact with cells 19 and it has been previously used in the photo-encapsulation of both valve and adipose derived stem cells. 13, 15 VA086 photoinitiator was investigated because it is reportedly less cytotoxic compared to Irgacure. 9, 38 Precursor solutions were made 20% w/v polymer to solution, MEGEL:PEGDA 3350 1:1. Stock solution and valve cell culture media was added to sterilized polymers to give a final concentration of 0.25-1.0% w/v VA086 or 0.025-0.1% w/v Irgacure then dissolved at 37°C.
Light Source and 3D Printing Platform
Three 365 nm light sources used in combination with the-Fab@Home TM Model 1 3D printing platform 25 were characterized with a UVX Radiometer (Supplemental Fig. S1 and Table S1 ). The lower intensity light sources were tested because we had previously found them effective for photocrosslinking other hydrogel precursor solutions 13, 15, 25 and we built and tested the high LED array light source so less efficiently crosslinking photoinitiator and polymer precursor combinations could be tested. To test a range, a high and a low light intensity (2 and 136 mW/cm 2 ), were selected for mechanical testing and cell encapsulation. These correspond to a lamp (Fig. 1a) and a high powered LED array (HLED, Figs. 1b and 1c) .
Mechanical Testing and Swelling Ratio of Hydrogel Disks
Mechanical properties of crosslinked hydrogels were tested to determine working ranges for fabrication. The goal was to determine if MEGEL/PEGDA hydrogels can mimic aortic valve mechanical properties, and to determine if after the minimum crosslinking of the precursor solution occurs to achieve hydrogel solidification, to what degree the hydrogel modulus affected by the photoinitiator concentration and light source intensity. Precursor solution was crosslinked into disks and rinsed for mechanical and swelling tests. Precursor solution was pipetted into a syringe, and 7.5% w/v Protanal LF 10/60 sodium alginate (alginate, FMC, Philadelphia PA) was added as a viscosity modifier. The solution was extruded into silicone rubber 8 mm diameter, 1.5 mm high disk molds and leveled with a coverslip. The filled molds were exposed to 2 or 136 mW/cm 2 (lamp or HLED) of 365 nm light and crosslinked for 3, 5, and 7 min. The crosslinked hydrogel disks were then hydrated in 1X phosphate buffered saline (PBS, VWR International, Radnor PA), placed on a rocker at room temperature, and PBS was exchanged after 1 and 24 h to rinse out the alginate viscosity modifier. Disks were then mechanically tested or evaluated for swelling. Uniaxial confined compression testing was performed on a mechanical testing platform (EnduraTec 3200; Bose Electroforce, Eden Prairie, MN). Samples were ramp loaded quasi-statically at 0.01 mm/s to 30% strain. Modulus (E 5to15 ) was calculated from the 5-15% strain portion of the stress strain curve. Sample size was n = 3-14 and hydrogel thickness ranged from 1.5 to 2.0 mm. Disks designated for swelling tests were weighed to determine the equilibrium swollen mass, lyophilized for 48 h, and weighed to obtain the dry polymer mass for each sample. The hydrogel swelling ratio based on mass was calculated 2 with the relationship:
Sample size was n = 5-8.
To compare crosslinked hydrogel mechanical properties against native tissue, aortic valve sinus tissue was tested. Adult porcine aortic valve conduit tissue was obtained fresh at slaughter (Shirk Meats, Himrod, NY), and 8 mm diameter biopsy tissue punches (Integra Miltex, York, PA) were used to sample the aortic sinuses of porcine aortic valves. Tissue was kept at 4°C in sterile PBS with protease inhibitor prepared with 1 protease inhibitor cocktail tablet in 50 ml of PBS, and mechanically tested within 48 h of harvest (Roche Diagnostics, Indianapolis, IN). Ten sinus punches were taken from 3 pig aortic valves with a range of 1.3-1.9 mm in thickness and ramp loaded in compression (0.01 mm/s, to 30% strain) to calculate E 5to15 .
Heart Valve and Mesenchymal 2D Cell Culture and Expansion
Direct cell printing encapsulation conditions were tested for HAVIC, HASSMC, and Human ADMSC (HADMSC). HAVIC and HASSMC were isolated from the aortic valve of a donor heart. 16 Tissue was procured with consent as approved by the Institutional Review Board of Weill-Cornell Medical College in New York City. Cells were isolated via collagenase digestion as previously described, 6 except that the collagenase used to digest leaflet and root tissue was made with MCDB 131 medium (Sigma) and the HASSMC were isolated from tissue below the sinotubule junction. Cryopreserved HADMSC were purchased (Lonza, Walkersville). Human valve cells were expanded and maintained in MCDB131 medium supplemented with 0.25 lg/L recombinant human fibroblast growth factor basic (rhFGF-2; Invitrogen) and 5 lg/L recombinant human epidermal growth factor (rhEGF; Invitrogen). HADMSC were expanded and maintained Nutrient Mixture F-12:Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium: (Invitrogen). All media were supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Gemini Bio-products, Sacramento CA) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Invitrogen). Media was exchanged every 2-3 days. Cells were used at passage 4-8 when flasks were 80-95% confluent.
Encapsulation and Handling for Disk Experiments and
In Vitro Culture Cells were encapsulated in precursor solutions and crosslinked with either 2 or 136 mW/cm 2 light. Precursor Shown here is a cell-laden square prism with internal lined heterogeneity that was bioprinted and photocrosslinked. In this example print HADMSC were labeled with either CellTracker TM Red CMTPX or Green CMFDA and the bioprinted prism was photocrosslinked for 5 min at 2 mW/cm 2 and then cultured for 3 days. (e) To test the effects of variables associated with photocrosslinking cell ink precursor solutions were photocrosslinked into a simple disk geometry. Shown here is a representative image of a hydrogel disk containing HADMSC stained with calcein AM at day 3 of culture (precursor solution prepared with 0.05% w/v Irgacure and exposed to lamp (2 mW/cm 2 ) for 5 min). solution was prepared as described above, with cells added into the warmed precursor solution (2.5 9 10 6 cells/ ml) prior to the addition of alginate. Filled molds were exposed to UV light for 5 min, and 20 ml of media was applied to submerge, hydrate, and loosen the cell-hydrogel disks before the molds were removed. After 1 h incubation in MCDB131 medium at 37°C, cell-hydrogel disks were transferred to 6-well plates containing fresh medium. Plates were placed on a rocker in an incubator (37°C and 5% CO 2 ). Medium was exchanged after 24 h and subsequently every 48 h. Hydrogel-cell disks were cultured on a rocker because the agitation helps to washout the alginate viscosity modifier and unreacted photoinitiator out of the crosslinked hydrogel.
LIVE/DEAD Staining
Cell-hydrogels were stained with LIVE/DEAD Ò viability assay calcein-AM/ethidium homodimer (Invitrogen, 2 lM/4 lM in PBS, 30 min, 37°C), and imaged using an epiflourescence stereomicroscope (SteREO Discovery.V20; Zeiss, Germany) to determine the percentage of cells with intact plasma membranes at 1, 3, 4, and 7 days of culture (ImageJ). 25 Sample size was n = 3-4. Calcein-AM green fluorescent stain indicates intracellular esterase activity, and red-fluorescent ethidium homodimer-1 localizes to the cell nucleus when the plasma membrane is compromised. Cell circularity (index of cell spreading) was quantified using ImageJ to threshold images of the cells whose cytoplasm exhibits green fluorescence when stained with calcein-AM. The analyze particle circularity function was used and shapes larger than cell nuclei were selected for.
General Oxidative Stress
Encapsulated cells were labeled with 5-(and-6)-chloromethyl-2¢,7¢-dichlorodihydrofluorescein diacetate, acetyl ester CM-H 2 DCFDA (DCF, Invitrogen) to indicate general oxidative stress and CellTracker TM Red CMTPX (CTR, Invitrogen) to tag all cells' cytoplasm. Prior to encapsulation 0.5 9 10 6 cells/ml were incubated in DCF (10 lM), CTR (7 lM), and Hank's Balanced Salt Solution (HBSS, Invitrogen) working solution (20 min, 37°C). 30 DCF-CTR-loaded cells were rinsed in HBSS, pelleted, and then mixed into polymer precursor solution (0.1% w/v Irgacure or 1.0% VA086, 2.5 9 10 6 cells/ml) before alginate was mixed in. After 5 min of photocrosslinking, MCDB media was applied to cell-hydrogel disks. 1 ml of HBSS was pipetted into each well of a black bottom 48 well plate and the cell-hydrogel disks were transferred into the wells. Hydrogel-only and cell suspension controls of DCF-CTR-loaded cells suspended in HBSS were also transferred into wells. An area scan of each well (Ex/Em 485/ 528) for DCF fluorescence was performed using a multidetection microplate reader (BioTek, Winooski VT). Disks were transferred back into media and incubated at 37°C and imaged using confocal laser scanning microscopy (259 H 2 O objective, LSM 710, Carl Zeiss) (n = 4 for all conditions). Image J image analysis was used to determine percent of cells experiencing oxidative stress (DCF + cell count/CTR + cell count 9 100).
Catalase Treatment of Cells
Catalase pre-treatment was tested as a strategy to mitigate photoinitiator induced cell damage and improve cell survival into the 80% live cell range for the more crosslinked hydrogel conditions. We hypothesized that catalase, an antioxidant that has previously been used to prevent hydrogen peroxide radical formation in smooth muscle cells, 41 would neutralize or prevent oxidative damage inside photo-encapsulated cells and would have a positive effect on cell survival. To determine the effect of catalase on oxidative stress, cells were DCF/CTR loaded and encapsulated as described above with the addition of catalase (Sigma, 1000 units/ml of HBSS) 40, 41 into the DCF/CTR/HBSS working solution. To determine the effect of catalase on viability, cells were incubated in catalase/HBBS solution, encapsulated the same way as the DCF-CTR loaded cells, and then assayed at day 3 of culture with LIVE/DEAD.
Oxidative stress ratios were calculated from fluorescence values of HBSS treated cell-laden hydrogels divided by catalase treated cell-laden hydrogels of a given photoinitiator and light source condition.
Oxidative Stress Ratio
¼
Average HBSS Relative DCF Fluorescence Average Catalase Relative DCF Fluorescence
Hydrogel Precursor Solution as a Printable Ink
The MEGEL:PEGDA 3350 hydrogel precursor solution with alginate was specifically developed as an ink for bioprinting. To demonstrate this as an extrudable ink, the Fab@Home Model 1 printer was used to fabricate a hydrogel prism example geometry designed in vector format in Excel. HADMSC were labeled with either CTR (7 lM) or CellTracker Green CMFDA 5-chloromethylfluorescein diacetate (CTG, 7 lM, Invitrogen) before encapsulation into the hydrogel precursor solution. The precursor solution was printed into the test prism, photocrosslinked for 5 min at 2 mW/cm 2 , and then cultured on a rocker. After 3 days of culture, the bioprinted prism was imaged with the epiflourescence stereomicroscope.
Statistics
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted on mechanical, viability, and oxidative stress data sets with Tukey honest significant difference (HSD) post hoc tests performed when there are more than two groups, and Student's t test performed to compare between two groups (JMP PRO software). Means were considered significantly different p < 0.05 and significance is indicated on graphs by non-matching letters. The results of the two-way and three-way ANOVA are included as supplemental tables. Standard error of the mean is displayed on graphs.
RESULTS
Range of Mechanical Properties Induced by
Photocrosslinking Conditions MEGEL/PEGDA hydrogel precursor solution can be used as an extrusion bioprinting ink, which was demonstrated by printing red and green labeled HADMSC directly into a cell-laden square prism with internal lined heterogeneity (Fig. 1d) . Strategies for photo-crosslinking include crosslinking during printing or crosslinking post fabrication of the whole construct. Whichever strategy is used, light exposure must be sufficient to solidify the hydrogel structure. To assess the effects of variables associated with photocrosslinking cell ink precursor solutions were photocrosslinked into a simple disk geometry (Fig. 1e) . When light exposure during printing is being used in our syringe-carriage-mounted-LED array printing configuration, the distance varies between the light sources and construct as the syringes trace out the print paths, as the stage moves up and down when it initiates a new path, and as the stage moves down with each layer. Consequently, with a single output array, the energy delivery to the extruded precursor solution is not constant. The hydrogel formation, compressive modulus (E 5to15 ) and swelling ratio of photo-crosslinked MEGEL/PEGDA hydrogels were affected by light source intensity, photoinitiator type, and photoinitiator concentration (Fig. 2) .
A range of hydrogel compressive moduli (E 5to15 averaged 19.3 ± 2.7 kPa to 120.7 ± 10.2) result from the photocrosslinking conditions tested in the ranges of 0.25-1.0% w/v VA086 or 0.025-0.1% w/v Irgacure and 2-136 mW/cm 2 ( Fig. 2) . During hydrogel compression the stress response to strain is non-linear (Fig. 2a) , and changing the photoinitiator and light source intensity produces hydrogels that follow 3 different profiles. E 5to15 of hydrogels made with VA086 and photocrosslinked for 5 min with the low intensity light source (2 mW/cm 2 ) was not significantly affected by increasing the photoinitiator concentration except that at low photoinitiator concentration, a robust gel did not form (Fig. 2b , values in Table S2 ). A large fraction of hydrogel disk batches made with 0.25% w/v VA086 dissolved when transferred into PBS or media. Crosslinking for 0.5% w/v VA086 was inconsistent, but almost 100% for 0.75% w/v VA086. E 5to15 of hydrogels made with Irgacure 2959, and photo-crosslinked for 5 min with the low intensity light source (2 mW/cm 2 ), was not significantly affected by increasing the photoinitiator concentration (Fig. 2c) . For the lamp light intensity there appear to be saturation points, past which increased photoinitiator does not increase the modulus. Increasing the light intensity that precursor solution was exposed to for 5 min of crosslinking significantly increased the E 5to15 for hydrogels made with both 1.0% w/v VA086 (26 kPa increase) and 0.1% w/v Table S2 . (f) Weight based swelling ratio (swollen weight divided by dry weight) of crosslinked hydrogels made with variable VA086 concentration and crosslinking light source. A two-way ANOVA showed no statistically significant interaction between the effect of VA086 concentration and the effect of light source on hydrogel swelling ratio (F 5 0.4151, p 5 0.4151), but both photoinitiator concentration and light source independently affect the swelling ratio. Results of Tukey HSD post hoc test p < 0.05 shown with non-matching letters. Average swelling ratios are listed in Table S3 and twoway ANOVA results are in Table S6 . (g) Weight based swelling ratio of crosslinked hydrogels made with variable Irgacure concentration and light source during crosslinking. A twoway ANOVA showed no statistically significant interaction between the effect of Irgacure concentration and the effect of light source on hydrogel swelling ratio (F 5 0.1101, p 5 0.7428), but both photoinitiator concentration and light source independently affect the swelling ratio (two-way AN-OVA results are in Table S7 ). Results of Tukey HSD post hoc test p < 0.05 shown with non-matching letters. (H) Compressive modulus vs. swelling ratio of hydrogels.
c Irgacure (80 kPa increase) (Figs. 2d and 2e) . Comparable moduli between the two photoinitiators in the methacrylated gelatin hydrogels, were found at a ratio of 1-30. Concentrations 0.025% w/v Irgacure and 0.75% w/v VA086 with 5 min of 2 mW/cm 2 crosslinking resulted in hydrogel E 5to15 (22.8 ± 3.1 and 20.0 ± 3.9 kPa respectively) that were not significantly different from each other or from porcine aortic valve sinus tissue (E 5to15 = 17.86 ± 2.198 kPa) (One-Way ANOVA F ratio = 1.0532 p = 0.3665, Tukey HSD post hoc test no significant difference).
Hydrogel swelling ratio was affected by both the light intensity used for crosslinking and the photoinitiator concentration in hydrogels prepared with VA086 ( Fig. 2f; Table S3 ). VA086 hydrogels were significantly less swollen with water when crosslinked at the higher intensity, and less swollen with water for the 1.0% w/v compared to 0.5% w/v condition. For the low photoinitiator Irgacure hydrogels (0.025% w/v) and the high photoinitiator hydrogels (0.1% w/v) increasing the intensity of light source did not significantly affect the swelling ratio (Fig. 2g) . Increasing Irgacure photoinitiator concentration decreased how much the hydrogel would swell with water. Plotting the modulus against the swelling ratio (Fig. 2h) gives a trend that as swelling ratio decreases the modulus increases, sup-porting that the degree of photocrosslinking increases as the modulus increases.
Encapsulated Valve and Mesenchymal Cell Viability and Morphology
Encapsulated valve cells had significantly less viability and rounder morphology compared to mesenchymal stem cells in photo-crosslinked MEGEL: PEGDA hydrogels. The percentages of live HADMSC, HAVIC, and HASSMC were all affected by Irgacure photoinitiator concentration in the hydrogels photo-crosslinked at 2 mW/cm 2 and evaluated with Live/Dead at day 1 in culture ( Fig. 3a ; Table S2). At the VA086 concentrations tested, when precursor solution were photo-crosslinked at 2 mW/ cm 2 , HADMSC and HAVIC were not significantly affected by photoinitiator concentration but HASSMC were (Fig. 3b) . At day 1 in culture there was a statistically significant interaction between the effect of cell type and the effect of photoinitiator concentration on the percentage of live cells in the Irgacure hydrogels (two-way ANOVA, F = 5.894, p = 0.0015) ( Fig. 3a ; Table S8 ). For hydrogels prepared with Irgacure at day 1 in culture the effect of photoinitiator concentration on the percentage of live cells depends on the cell type encapsulated, with photoinitiator concentration having a greater effect on HAVIC than on HADMSC and HASMC. At day 1 in culture there was a statistically significant interaction between the effects of cell type and VA086 photoinitiator concentration on the percentage of live cells ( Fig. 3b; Table S9 ). The effect of VA086 photoinitiator concentration on the percentage of live cells depends on the cell type encapsulated (twoway ANOVA, F = 3.96, p = 0.0127), with photoinitiator concentration having a greater effect on HASSMC than on HADMSC and HAVIC.
Over the course of 7 days of culture, the viability of encapsulated HAVIC and HASSMC generally decreased the longer hydrogel disks made with 0.05 to 0.1% w/v Irgacure were cultured, while the percentage of live HADMSC was maintained (Figs. 3c, 3e, 3g , twoway ANOVA results Tables S10, S12, S14). In general HAVIC and HADMSC viability is maintained in hydrogels prepared with 0.5-1% w/v VA086 (Figs. 3d,  3f , 3h, two-way ANOVA results Tables S11, S13, S15). The percentage of live HASSMC decreased with day in culture in 1.0% w/v VA086 condition but not the lower photoinitiator concentrations. As the result of this discovery that day in culture can affect the percentage of cells found alive in the hydrogels, day 3 instead of day 1 was used for the time point in the subsequent catalase and oxidative stress studies. These results suggest that compared to VA086, Irgacure by weight has a more detrimental effect on cell viability for both primary valve cells and adipose derived stem cells (Table S2) .
At day 1 in culture the circularity of live cells depends on the cell type for hydrogels prepared with Irgacure and VA086 and photocrosslinked at 2 mW/cm 2 ( Fig. 4 ; Table S2 ). At day 1 in culture there was a statistically significant interaction between the effect of cell type and the effect of Irgacure photoinitiator concentration on the circularity of live cells (F = 7.5042, p = 0.0003*, Table S16 ). Encapsulated HADMSC had a significantly more spread morphology compared to HAVIC and HASSMC in these Irgacure hydrogels, and HAVIC circularity increased with increasing photoinitiator concentration (Fig. 4a) . At day 1 in culture there was not a statistically significant interaction between the effect of cell type and the effect of VA086 photoinitiator concentration on the circularity of live cells (F = 1.8884, p = 0.1438, Table S17 ). However, at day 1 in culture for hydrogels prepared with VA086, the circularity of live cells does depend on the cell type (p < 0.0001) and encapsulated HAVIC are more round than HADMSC and HASSMC (Fig. 4b) .
Catalase Treatment Reduces General Oxidative Stress
Hydrogels prepared at the highest photoinitiator concentrations tested in this study, Irgacure 0.1% w/v and VA086 1.0% w/v, had the most pronounced differences in encapsulated cell viability between cell-type (Fig. 3) . DCF fluorescence indicates that general oxidative stress was induced in HADMSC, HAVIC, and HASSMC in these encapsulation conditions. In a given condition, not all cells were positive for oxidative stress, and the degree of oxidative stress in each cell varied. Figure 5 and Table S4 summarizes the percentage of cells with positive DCF fluorescence and the relative DCF fluorescence intensity of gels laden with encapsulated cells.
For cells treated with HBSS control solution prior to encapsulation and then exposed to either lamp of highpower LED photo-crosslinking for 5 min, there was no significant difference in the percentage of cell experiencing oxidative stress between cell types in either Irgacure or VA086 photoinitiator condition (Figs. 5a and 5b, representative images in supplement Fig. S8 ). Di- Table S10 , (c) HADMSC in VA086 hydrogels, Table S11 , (e) HAVIC in Irgacure hydrogels, Table S12 (f) HAVIC in VA086 hydrogels, Table S13 , (g) HASSMC in Irgacure hydrogels, Table S14 , (H) HASSMC in VA086 hydrogels, Table S15 2 ), the DCF relative fluorescence of cellhydrogel disks was significantly different between cell types for Irgacure and VA086 hydrogels prepared with HBSS control-treated cells (Figs. 5c, 5d , and 5e). HADMSC hydrogels were significantly less fluorescent than HAVIC and HASSMC in Irgacure hydrogels at both the high and low light intensities (Fig. 5c) . In VA086 hydrogels, HADMSC and HAVIC hydrogels were less fluorescent than HASSMC hydrogels in 136 mW/cm 2 conditions (Fig. 5d) , and HADMSC and HAVIC hydrogels were less fluorescent than HASSMC hydrogels in 2 mW/cm 2 conditions (Fig. 5e) . The relative fluorescence measurements of the VA086/HLED conditions were not directly compared to the VA086/ Lamp conditions due to differences in hydrogel foaming during crosslinking. The VA086 photoinitiator foams the hydrogel upon photocrosslinking with small gas bubbles throughout the hydrogel, and the HLED/ VA086 condition is more buoyant compared to the lamp/VA086 conditions soon after photocrosslinking. As a result the HLED/VA086 condition fluorescence signal is more intense due to a buoyancy of the hydrogels in the well-plate and shorter distance to the well-plate reader detector (top-down detector setup, see schematic in Fig. S9 ).
Within each cell type, the percentage of cells experiencing oxidative stress induced by the high power LED array compared to the lamp was not significantly different (Figs. 5a and 5b) . Catalase treatment prior to encapsulation dramatically decreased the percentage of HADMSC, HAVIC, and HASSMC experiencing intracellular general oxidative stress in both 2 and 136 mW/cm 2 intensity conditions. Within cell types there was not a significant difference in Irgacure hydrogel DCF fluorescence between the high power LED array compared to the lamp for HAVIC and HADMSC, but DCF fluorescence was less for HASSMC hydrogel conditions exposed to lamp compared to the high power LED (Fig. 5c) . Catalase decreased the DCF relative fluorescence oxidative stress response in all 3 cell types, at 2 and 136 mW/cm 2 , and with Irgacure and VA086 conditions (Figs. 5a-5e ).
Effect of Catalase Treatment on Cell Viability and Morphology
In general catalase treatment did not improve day 3 encapsulated cell viability ( Fig. 6 ; Table S4 ). In high and low light intensity crosslinking conditions catalase treatment was detrimental to HASSMC and was detrimental to HADMSC in Irgacure hydrogels, evidenced by a lower percentage of live cells (Fig. 6a) . In high and low intensity crosslinking conditions catalase treatment did not significantly affect or improve HADMSC and HAVIC the percentage of live cells in VA086 hydrogels (Fig. 6b) . Catalase treatment decreased the percentage of live HASSMC in low intensity crosslinking conditions in VA086 hydrogels. Circularity was unaffected by catalase treatment for HAVIC and HADMSC in Irgacure and VA086 hydrogels at both high and low light exposure conditions (Figs. 6c and 6d) . HASSMC circularity was higher in catalase treatment groups (cells were more round) compared to HBSS controls in both Irgacure and VA086 hydrogels in only the low light intensity crosslinking conditions (Figs. 6c and 6d) , and was not affected in the high light intensity crosslinking condi- Table S2 . Results of two-way ANOVA are summarized in Tables S16 and S17. Non-matching letters on the graphs indicate p < 0.05 for Tukey HSD post hoc test and standard error of the mean shown by error bars. At day 1 in culture there was a statistically significant interaction between the effect of cell type and the effect of Irgacure photoinitiator concentration on the circularity of live cells (F 5 7.5042, p 5 0.0003, Table S16 ). At day 1 in culture there was not a statistically significant interaction between the effect of cell type and the effect of VA086 photoinitiator concentration on the circularity of live cells (F 5 1.8884, p 5 0.1438, Table S17) but the circularity of cells in VA086 hydrogels does depend on the cell type (p < 0.0001).
tions. Increasing the light source intensity from 2 to 136 mW/cm 2 significantly decreased encapsulated cell viability in only one condition, HASSMC in VA086 hydrogels ( Fig. 6b; Table S5 ).
Oxidative Stress Ratio
The percentage of cells positive for general oxidative stress in a given photo-encapsulation condition was not significantly different between the three cell types.
However, relative DCF fluorescence intensity measurements of cell-hydrogels indicate that encapsulated HAVIC and HASSMC are more fluorescent compared to HADMSC and therefore have more oxidation occurring within their cytoplasm in these same conditions. This suggests that the degree of general oxidative stress is greater or more acute in those cell types. Oxidative stress ratio (HBSS control divided by catalase treated in the same photo-encapsulation condition) was calculated as a strategy to normalize the . The VA086 photoinitiator foams the hydrogel upon photocrosslinking, and the HLED/ VA086 condition is significantly more buoyant compared to the lamp/VA086 conditions soon after photocrosslinking. As a result the HLED/VA086 condition fluorescence signal is more intense due to the higher buoyancy of the hydrogels. (d) Two-way ANOVA indicates there was a statistically significant interaction between the effect of cell type and the effect of treatment on the percentage of DCF positive cells in hydrogels prepared with Irgacure (F 5 6.30, p 5 0.0085, Table S21 ). (e) There was a statistically significant interaction between the effect of cell type and the effect of treatment on the percentage of DCF positive cells in hydrogels prepared with VA086 (F 5 22.7, p < 0.0001, Table S22 ). For all graphs (a-d) non-matching letters on the graphs indicate p < 0.05 for Tukey HSD post hoc test and error bars indicate standard error of the mean. Representative confocal images of DCF and CTR stained cells are in supplemental materials (Fig. S8) , and fluorescence averages are listed in Table S4 . Table S24 ), but there was a significant interaction between effect of cell type and effect of catalase treatment (F 5 17.4736, p £ 0.0001). (c) Circularity of live of cells encapsulated in Irgacure 0.1% w/ v hydrogel disks and cultured for 3 days after photo-crosslinking with lamp and high powered LED array. There was a statistically significant interaction between the effect of catalase treatment, the effect of light intensity, and the effect of cell type (F 5 3.469, p 5 0.0419, Table S25 ). (d) Circularity of live cells encapsulated in VA086 1.0% w/v hydrogel disks and cultured for 3 days after photo-crosslinking with lamp and high powered LED array. There was a statistically significant interaction between the effect of catalase treatment, the effect of light intensity, and the effect of cell type (F 5 13.5989, p < 0.0001, Table S26 ). For all graphs (a-d) non-matching letters on the graphs indicate p < 0.05 for Tukey HSD post hoc test and error bars indicate standard error of the mean. Viability and circularity averages are listed in Table S5 , and representative live/dead images are in the supplement (Fig. S10) . (e) Viability vs. oxidative stress ratio for HBSS (control) treated HAVIC, HASSMC, and HADMSC in photo-encapsulation conditions including both lamp and high powered LED array crosslinking.
relative DCF fluorescence intensity so the degree of oxidative stress experienced in a given condition could plotted be against the percentage of live cells in a given condition. The buoyancy and foaming of VA086 hydrogels made plotting relative DCF fluorescence directly against viability inappropriate. Oxidative stress ratio is higher for nearly all HAVIC and HASSMC conditions compared to HADMSC. Percentage of live cells at day 3 was plotted against oxidative stress ratio (Fig. 6e) . The percentage of live cells decreases as oxidative stress ratio increases for individual cell types and independent of cell type. The studies with DCF indicate that general oxidative stress is higher in photocrosslinking conditions that induce lower cell viability. However, elimination of that oxidative stress does not increase cell viability, which suggests that intracellular oxidative stress is not the primary mode or most important symptom of damage caused by photocrosslinking conditions.
DISCUSSION
Hydrogel materials are being explored as part of tissue engineering heart valve strategies. 14, 18, 24, [46] [47] [48] 51 Hydrogels have recently been used to form starter scaffolds that are rapidly remodeled by cells then decellularized to form implantable valves 46 ; to mimic the native ECM environment and better hold cells within electrospun engineered valves 18, 24 ; and to incorporate regional matrix or mechanical differences directly into engineered valves. 14, 24 Additionally, hydrogels are being used to control and study heart valve cell response to mechanical 17, 31 and biochemical cues. 3 As novel material combinations are developed or materials are used in an unprecedented way, a major challenge is adapting hydrogel technologies into an effective fabrication strategies that maximize cell viability. The findings of our study identify parameter combinations that will help optimize cell viability during 3D bioprinting of cellularized hydrogels. ME-GEL and PEGDA 3350 combined with alginate viscosity modifier and either Irgacure 2959 or VA086 photoinitiator, maintained at 37°C, is a 3D printable and photo-crosslinkable precursor mixture that can be used for encapsulated bioprinting/direct extrusion cell printing. We found that a range of photoinitiator concentrations and light source intensities could produce a crosslinked hydrogel from a 1.5 mm depth precursor solution with 5 min of light exposure that was robust enough for handling and culture for at least 1 week with encapsulated cells. Critically, light intensity measurements were taken and the hydrogel precursor solutions were exposed to light at the same distance from the source used in our printer when the extrusion tip is in contact with the printing surface and the light source is mounted on the syringe carriage. Hydrogel stiffness and swelling ratio were marginally tunable using photoinitiator type, photoinitiator concentration, UV light source intensity, and UV exposure time. HADMSC, HAVIC, and HASSMC survived the range of encapsulation conditions (photoinitiator concentrations, light source intensities, and hydrogel mechanical properties) tested in this study to different degrees. When cytotoxicity per gram of photoinitiator in solution is the only consideration, our results agree with previous studies 9, 38 that Irgacure is more cytotoxic than VA086. If the only enough crosslinking to reliably solidify extruded hydrogel is needed, cell-hydrogel disks prepared with VA086 (0.75% w/v) or Irgacure (0.05% w/v) can achieve greater than the target 80% viability at day 1 for all three cell types. However, if more than minimum crosslinking in the hydrogel is desirable, then higher cytotoxicity is weighed against the effectiveness of the photoinitiator at crosslinking hydrogel precursors. Our results also indicate that Irgacure in a 3D hydrogel environment can give more mechanical gain with less detriment to encapsulated cells compared to VA086. Additionally, the percentage of live encapsulated HADMSC was always greater than or equal to the valve cell types in the photo-encapsulation hydrogel conditions tested here. Our results suggest that valve cells are more likely to die as the result of photoinitiator radical attack while stem cells are inherently less vulnerable. General oxidative stress was higher in the cell types that experienced lower encapsulated cell viability, and oxidative stress was higher in the photocrosslinking conditions that induced lower cell viability. However, suppressing this increase in oxidative stress did not increase cell viability, which suggests that intracellular oxidative stress is not the primary mode or most important symptom of damage caused by photocrosslinking conditions.
For the low light intensity, our data indicates there is a point past which increasing the photoinitiator did not significantly increase MEGEL/PEGDA hydrogel stiffness in the 5-15% strain range. Increasing the light intensity exposure of initiator-saturated precursor solution increased the stiffness of the hydrogels for both VA086 and Irgacure hydrogels. A cell-damage to mechanical-gain ratio can be calculated for a photoinitiator/polymer combination and cell type (Table 1). This ratio is useful to emphasize cell-type dependent sensitivity to photoinitiators while also elucidating that VA086 can produce a less crosslinked hydrogel with equivalent or greater detrimental effects on cell viability when compared to Irgacure under specific 3D conditions. Identifying how to achieve sufficient rate and necessary degree of crosslinking of a hydrogel while balancing the viability of encapsulated cells is important for the successful application of biofabrication technologies that use photoinitiators. Mironi-Harpaz et al. recently used photolithographic 3D printing to pattern mechanically heterogeneous hydrogels in the presence of encapsulated cells, 35 building from a previous study where they specifically evaluated effective crosslinking and cytotoxicity in conjunction with effective photopolymerization. 36 The cytotoxicity study evaluated three different photoinitiators (including Irgacure 2959) and bovine aortic smooth muscle cells in a PEGDA/PEG-fibrinogen hydrogel, and demonstrated that optimizing the concentration of photoinitiator to produce rapid and efficient crosslinking during a short photo-exposure time was important to minimize total time cells were exposed to photoinitiator radicals. 36 Our present data corroborates the conclusion that minimizing contact with photoinitiator radicals helps minimize detrimental effect on hydrogel encapsulated cell viability. Our further investigations, evaluation of more than one cell type for a longer culture time, reveal that different cell types when exposed to the same increase in photoinitiator radicals do not exhibit the same encapsulated viability.
Tuning hydrogels to match the mechanical properties of native valves or stimulate specific valve cell functions is a critical idea in the field of tissue engineering. 15, 17, 31 The hydrogels and valve tissue are non-linear, and the compressive modulus of sinus tissue isolated from porcine aortic valves and the lowest modulus Irgacure and VA086 MEGEL/PEGDA3350 hydrogels disks were comparable. While the MEGEL/PEGDA3350 hydrogel precursor ink may be appropriate for aortic sinus region of heart valves, more compliant regions of engineered valves may need to be fabricated with a different ink formulation. Although we found that modulus and swelling were marginally tunable to a higher compressive modulus by changing photoinitiator and light source, adjusting these variables to tune the mechanical properties of the hydrogels into a lower modulus range is not practical for this precursor mixture. For example precursor solutions prepared with lower amounts of VA086 (0.25 and 0.5% w/v) that were exposed to 2 mW/ cm 2 UV light for 5 min did not reliably form hydrogel disks. Adjusting the molecular weight of the precursor polymers 25 or the precursor components 15 is likely a better strategy.
We investigated a range of Irgacure and VA086 concentrations that can produce similar mechanical property MEGEL/PEGDA hydrogels, using modulus and swelling ratio to indicate degree of crosslinking. Irgacure more efficiently photocrosslinks polymer precursors and is effective at weight fractions lower than VA086. 9, 38 The modulus of printable MEGEL/ PEGDA hydrogel becomes comparable at a higher 38 In 2D, Irgacure is dramatically more detrimental than VA086 for chondrocytes (10 vs. 85%) 38 and pre-adipocytes. (2% vs. 82%) 9 at the weight ratios used to get comparable mechanical properties in 3D. 1-30 Irgacure 2959 to VA086 gave comparable viability between the two photoinitiator types in a 2D study using human umbilical vein endothelial cells and bone marrow stromal cells. 37 Cytotoxicity in 3D encapsulation conditions may be less than in 2D culture because in the encapsulation conditions the cells, polymer precursors, and additives are all competing targets for the photoinitiator radicals. 5, 9, 37, 50 Our results indicate that increasing the concentration of active photoinitiator radicals in the encapsulation conditions decreased cell viability. We found that HAVIC and HASSMC experience more general oxidative stress than HADMSC when encapsulated in photo-crosslinked hydrogels. Viability decreased as the intensity of oxidative stress experienced increases in photocrosslinking conditions. Other researchers have also observed cell specific sensitivity to photoinitiator toxicity and different toxicity of various photoinitiators, 1, 5, 37, 38, 50 and have attributed encapsulated cell death to free radical damage. 5 Additionally, other researchers have shown free radical scavengers such as hydroquinone 1 and lactic acid, 32 and protective antioxidant encapsulating nanoparticles 43 can mitigate radical cytotoxicity. However, interference with the hydrogel crosslinking, such as in the case of graphene oxide particles 42 or ascorbic acid, 39 makes some radical-scavenging treatment strategies unsuitable for 3D printing. In the present study we investigated catalase pretreatment of cells prior to encapsulation as a strategy to reduce oxidative stress experienced by the cells without interfering with the crosslinking of the polymer precursor solution.
Treatment of HAVIC, HASSMC, and HADMSC with catalase prior to encapsulation almost eliminated general intracellular oxidative stress, and hydrogels were still able to crosslink. However, this treatment did not improve encapsulated HADMSC and HASSMC viability, but did slightly benefit HAVIC encapsulated viability. HASSMC, which experienced the highest oxidative stress, had the poorest viability response to oxidative stress suppression by catalase during photoencapsulation. In conditions where more Irgacure photoinitiator radicals were produced, evidenced by an 80 kPa increase in the hydrogel modulus, intracellular oxidative stress did not significantly increase. These results indicate intracellular oxidative stress is not the primary mechanism of damage by VA086 and Irgacure radicals. While the catalase successfully reduced the intracellular oxidative stress in terms of hydrogen peroxide radicals, other types of oxidative stress that were not examined in this study could be causing critical damage. The plasma membrane in particular is still vulnerable to attack. Radicals produced by Irgacure are membrane impermeable and are suspected to cause damage by lipid peroxidation. 5, 20, 32, 50 Less is known about the progression of VA086 radicals, but as an azo initiator it may also cause lipid peroxidation. The detection and rescue strategy demonstrated in the present study essentially addresses oxidation that propagates into or is present in the interior of the cell. Any lipid peroxidation occurring at the outer membrane of the cells, is unaddressed by this strategy and could be the most detrimental mode of damage. It has been demonstrated that a protective shell of pericellular matrix can improve chondrocyte viability in 3D photocrosslinking conditions, 20 but for other cell types such as valve and stem cells, strategies to combat membrane lipid peroxidation could include treatment with membrane associating antioxidants, 44 transfection to overexpress membrane antioxidants, 34 and stimulation/recruitment of antioxidant enzymes to the plasma membrane. 22 If damage at the plasma membrane of the cell is the critical mode of damage, differences in plasma membrane components and proteins might explain cell-type-specific responses to photo-encapsulation conditions. Interestingly, ADMSC and VIC are non-uniform populations of cells expressing different proteins in their plasma membranes 33, 49 so even within a cell type there would be differences in protection against photoinitiator radicals. It should also be noted that photoinitiator radical damage to the cell is likely not the only contributing factor to cell survival in these encapsulation conditions. It is important to appreciate that valve cells 17, 31 and stem cells 15 are responsive to the stiffness of their environment. Although we are unable to decouple the effects of hydrogel modulus and photoinitiator radical damage on cells, over the course of 7 days in culture, the initial stiffness of the hydrogel negatively correlated with the percentage of live cells in the hydrogel to different degrees for each cell type. For HAVIC a negative correlation was present on day 1, 3, and 7. For HASSMC it was present on day 3 and 7, and for HADMSC it was present at day 3 (Fig. S11) .
Within the range of photo-encapsulation fabrication conditions tested in this study using MEGEL/PEG-DA/alginate precursor solution, high viabilities of three cells types relevant for TEHV could be obtained (89, 91, and 94% live for HASSMC, HAVIC, and HADMSC respectively) at day 1 of culture. These viabilities corresponded to the lowest degree of crosslinking that reliably formed a hydrogel with VA086 in the precursor solution. Based on our current understanding, if 3D printing a compliant construct, the minimum concentration of VA086 is recommended. However, if a higher power light source and a hydrogel with a E 5to15 equal to and greater than 40 kPa is needed, Irgacure should be used. The photoinitiator and light source combinations that produce higher stiffness hydrogels, unfortunately reduce the percentage of live cells below the short term screening target of 80% live cells. Mitigating intracellular oxidative stress with catalase was not a successful strategy to improve cell viability in higher photoinitiator radical conditions. In fact, catalase treatment generally made cells more likely to die in the photoencapsulation conditions tested. Future efforts should focus on identification of the cell-specific mechanism behind differential viability as the result of photo-encapsulation and the primary mode of damage. Identifying the primary mode of damage by VA086 and Irgacure photoinitiator radicals and then mitigating those effects for different cell types in hydrogel would greatly expand the application of 3D printing technology. The present study indicates that poorly chosen photocrosslinking conditions used to solidify precursor inks into hydrogels, can compromise cell membranes and induce cell death in encapsulated cells within the initial 1-7 days of culture. However, the timeline of cell damage and subsequent cell response needs to be further investigated. Other investigators characterizing biofabrication strategies, have found different factors contribute to cell survival, and these factors act or become effective at different timescales. For example Cui et al. found that their inkjet printing method produced transient membrane disruption in Chinese hamster ovary cells and cells could repair their membranes within 2 hours. 12 While investigating stereolithographic fabrication of cell populated hydrogels, Chan et al. found that sub-optimal available adhesion sites within PEGDA and RGD peptide hydrogels had a significant effect on encapsulated viability after day 4 in culture, but the molecular weight of hydrogel precursors could affect encapsulated cell viability by the first day in culture. The critical mode of damage from the photoinitiator radicals in our system might be very rapid, but the downstream response of the cells to that damage and their response to the material they are encapsulated in could take longer to evidence. Moving forward towards a bioprinted TEHV, additional functional markers beyond membrane integrity should be evaluated including valve cell phenotypic markers, cell proliferation, and extracellular matrix production at longer time points. Additionally, there are other photoinitiators being explored for cell encapsulation in PEG-based hydrogels, for example lithium phenyl-2,4,6-trimethylbenzoylphosphinate (LAP) 19 and eosin-Y. 23 Although a path forward may involve the adoption of more effective and cell compatible photoinitiators than either Irgacure 2959 or VA086, it is important build off the present study and continue to evaluate fabrication parameters in the context of cell viability.
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